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(Current Biology 21, R650–R652; September 13, 2011)
In the legend of Figure 1C in this dispatch, ‘‘An increase in the time constant of the low pass filter.’’ should have read
‘‘A decrease in the time constant of the low pass filter.’’ The main text and figure describe this concept correctly and are
correctly labeled. The authors regret the error and any confusion that may have resulted.*Correspondence: h.g.krapp@imperial.ac.uk
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Unstable Filaments On the MovePeter L. Graumann*
(Current Biology 21, R663–R665; September 13, 2011)
As a result of an author error, we incorrectly referred to the protein Alp7a as Alf7a throughout this dispatch. All occurrences of
‘‘Alf7a’’ throughout the text should read ‘‘Alp7a’’ instead. We apologize for any confusion that this error may have caused.*Correspondence: peter.graumann@biologie.uni-freiburg.de
DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2011.09.033
